dred and eighty feet chord supported by three handsome stone piers, forty feet square. It has also as many defensive piers and sterlings extending up the river, fifty feet above the Bridge.

**Merrimack Bridge,**

between Newbury and Haverhill Bridges, is of ingenious and elegant workmanship. It is the longest of any on Merrimack River, by several hundred feet. It consists of four long arcs, with five piers, and also has a draw.

**Bridges in the State of Rhode-Island.**

The assembly in this state, in their session of May seventeen hundred and ninety-two, passed an act incorporating three companies for the purpose of erecting three Bridges, one over the upper, and another over the lower ferry of Seckhonck river, and a third over Howland's ferry. This last mentioned Bridge is nine hundred feet long, thirty-six broad, has forty-two piers, and a sliding draw. The greatest depth of water at this place is fifty-one feet.